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Accent ZIP Password Recovery 

Product page: www.passwordrecoverytools.com/zip-password.asp  

PAD file: www.passwordrecoverytools.com/pad/accentzpr_pad.xml  

Supported Formats and Password Types:  

Demo version:  x86 - www.passwordrecoverytools.com/store/accentzpr_setup.exe  

  x64 - www.passwordrecoverytools.com/store/accentzpr64_setup.exe  

Demo version limitations:  - displays only two first symbols in the password 

- attacks cannot be run longer than for 30 minutes 

- not saves a Password Recovery Status file 

- uses only one GPU device 

 The types and cost of a licenses:  

Description 
Short:  
«Truly fast recovery of lost passwords for Zip/WinZip archives on any computer.» 

Full: 
«Accent ZIP Password Recovery was created to save your time when recovering lost Zip and WinZip 
passwords. All of its aspects are optimized for this purpose: performance, flexibility and ease of use. 

Performance. Accent ZIP Password Recovery demonstrates blazing speed on any Intel or AMD processors. 
When using GPU-assisted calculations on AMD and NVIDIA video cards, the speed rises dramatically and 
the program needs 40 times less time to fulfill the same tasks! 

Flexibility. When searching for passwords, Accent ZIP Password Recovery uses one of the three methods: 
brute force attack, mask attack and dictionary attack.  The efficiency of these methods can be further 
improved using the program’s unique functions: extended mask creation rules and a macro language for 
describing the rules of mutation of passwords from dictionaries. 

http://www.passwordrecoverytools.com/zip-password.asp
http://www.passwordrecoverytools.com/pad/accentzpr_pad.xml
http://www.passwordrecoverytools.com/store/accentzpr_setup.exe
http://www.passwordrecoverytools.com/store/accentzpr64_setup.exe
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Ease of use. Accent ZIP Password Recovery is equally suitable for professionals and novices. A multi-
language interface, an intuitive system of dialogs and a built-in automatic password search guarantee a 
quick start for all users. 

Format support. Accent ZIP Password Recovery supports the Zip 2.0 format with classic encryption and the 
WinZip format with AES encryption (used in WinZip 9 and later versions). 

Accent ZIP Password Recovery is the best password recovery solution that will get the job done and save 
you a great deal of time.» 

 


